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It has been said that it impossible to make a true anti-war film; that the energy
and power from a war on film makes it look desirable no matter what you do. But
Renoir bypassed that very idea early on when he made a war film that made very
little use of the actual battles and instead focused on the human cost of the war
at the very time that the world was headed back into another such war.
There was such a thing as Old Europe and there was New Europe and the dividing
line between the two emerged in the first World War. What emerged into that
war out of the imperialism of the 19th Century was the idea of nationhood and
nationalities. In this war, suddenly, the class system was no longer stronger than
the nation system.
Erich von Stroheim was a great actor (and better director) and this was one of his
greatest performances (the only better one was in one of the few films ever
made as good as this one – Sunset Boulevard). Here he plays the aristocratic
German who makes friends with the French aristocrat and assumes that the class
lines that unite them will make the Frenchman a model prisoner and that he can
trust him at his word. But this is where the lines have begun to change and the
German has yet to understand that. The French act together and some of his
men escape because this is no longer a world of class structure, no longer a
world of officers and enlisted men, it is a world of nation states and people will
stick together. The pain in Stroheim’s eyes when he understands the betrayal is
amazing.
The other performance that anchors this film is that of Jean Gabin. Gabin was
one of France’s best (and best known) actors for decades. And he eventually
went to Hollywood, but unlike Charles Boyer and Maurice Chevalier, he returned
to France and primarily remained a foreign actor. His every performance was
marked by intensity and a sense of decency that echoed through his characters
(he, of course, would later play Jean Valjean). His interactions here, first as a
prisoner of war, and later as a fugitive, interacting with a German housewife with
whom he cannot speak are the kind of depth that made him such a class act.
The Grand Illusion is an amazing picture, and was treated as such in its time. It
won Best Foreign Film from both the NYFC and the NBR. It was the first Foreign

film to be nominated for Best Picture at the Oscars. Today it belongs on the short list
with Sunset Boulevard, The Wizard of Oz, The Seventh Seal and Rashomon for
discussion of the single greatest film ever made. It stands as a testament both to its
director and the vision he had in a world that had barely survived one war and was
headed straight into another one.
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Not only hugely important in film history — it was the first foreign-language movie ever
to be Oscar-nominated for Best Picture — but a sorrowful, acutely thoughtful, and
wholly imperishable masterpiece, Renoir’s drama about First World War fortunes and
the demise of Old Europe holds up sublimely: better, even, than La Règle du jeu (1939),
which is more often called his crowning achievement.
The friendship forged between Pierre Fresnay’s French captain and Erich von Stroheim’s
refined German commandant lends a core of humanity as vulnerable as it is profound;
and the feelings between Jean Gabin’s escapee mechanic and the farm widow Elsa
(wonderful Dita Parlo) have all the purity of a great silent romance.
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Apart from its other achievements, Jean Renoir's "Grand Illusion” influenced two
famous later movie sequences. The digging of the escape tunnel in "The Great
Escape" and the singing of the "Marseilles” to enrage the Germans in "Casablanca"
can first be observed in Renoir's 1937 masterpiece. Even the details of the tunnel dig
are the same--the way the prisoners hide the excavated dirt in their pants and shake
it out on the parade ground during exercise.
But if "Grand Illusion” had been merely a source of later inspiration, it wouldn't be on
so many lists of great films. It's not a movie about a prison escape, nor is it jingoistic
in its politics; it's a meditation on the
collapse of the old order of European
civilization. Perhaps that was always a
sentimental upper-class illusion, the notion
that gentlemen on both sides of the lines
subscribed to the same code of behavior.
Whatever it was, it died in the trenches of
World War I.
"Neither you nor I can stop the march of
time,” the captured French aristocrat Capt.
de Boieldieu tells the German prison camp
commandant, Von Rauffenstein. A little
later, distracting the guards during an
escape of others from the high-security
German fortress, the Frenchman forces the German to shoot him, reluctantly, and
they have a final deathbed exchange. " didn't know a bullet in the stomach hurt so
much,” he tells the German. "I aimed at your legs,” says the German, near tears. And
a little later he says: "For a commoner, dying in a war is a tragedy. But for you and
I--it's a good way out.”
What the Frenchman knows and the German won't admit is that the new world
belongs to commoners. It changed hands when the gentlemen of Europe declared
war. And the "grand illusion” of Renoir's title is the notion that the upper classes

somehow stand above war. The German cannot believe that his prisoners, whom
he treats almost as guests, would try to escape. After all, they have given their
word not to.
The commandant is played by Erich von Stroheim, in one of the most famous of
movie performances. Even many who have not seen the movie can identify stills of
the wounded ace pilot von Rauffenstein, his body held rigid by a neck and back
brace, his eye squinting through a monocle. De Boieldieu (Pierre Fresnay), from an
old aristocratic family, is a pilot von Rauffenstein personally shot down earlier in
the war. The other two major characters are also French prisoners: Marechal (Jean
Gabin), a workingman, a member of the emerging proletariat, and Rosenthal
(Marcel Dalio), a Jewish banker who has ironically purchased the chateau that de
Boieldieu's family can no longer afford. The movie, filmed as the clouds of World
War II were gathering, uses these characters to illustrate how the themes of the
first war would tragically worsen in the second.
So pointed was Renoir's message that when the Germans occupied France, “Grand
Illusion” was one of the first things they
seized. It was "Cinematic Public Enemy No.
1,” propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels
announced, ordering the original negative
seized. Its history since then would make a
movie like "The Red Violin," as the print
moved across borders in shadowy ways. For
many years it was assumed that the
negative was destroyed in a 1942 Allied air
raid. But as Stuart Klawens reported in the
Nation, it had already been singled out by a
German film archivist named Frank Hensel,
then a Nazi officer in Paris, who had it
shipped to Berlin. When Renoir supervised
the assembly of a “restored” print in the 1960s, nothing was known of this
negative. He worked from the best available surviving theatrical prints. The result,
the version that has been seen all over the world until now, was a little scratched
and murky, and encumbered by clumsy subtitles.
The original negative, meanwhile, was captured by Russians as they occupied
Berlin and shipped to an archive in Moscow. In the mid-1960s, Klawens wrote, a
Russian film archive and one in Toulouse, France, exchanged some prints, including
the priceless "Grand Illusion.” But since many prints of the film existed and no one
thought the original negative had survived, the negative waited for 30 years before
being identified as a treasure. What that means is that the restored print of "Grand
Illusion” now being shown around the country is the best seen since the movie's
premiere. And new subtitles by Lenny Borger are much improved--"cleaner and
more pointed,” says critic Stanley Kauffmann.
This print looks and feels like a brand-new film. Here is a crisp print that underlines
Renoir's visual style, his mastery of a subtly moving camera that allowed him to
film extended passages without cutting. In the paintings of his father, Auguste
Renoir, our eyes are led gently through the composition. In the films of the son,
there is a quiet voluptuousness; the camera doesn't point or intrude, but glides.
As "Grand Illusion” opens, we meet von Rauffenstein in the German officers' mess.
Having shot down two French fliers, he issues orders: "If they are officers, invite
them for lunch.” Marechal and de Boieldieu are later sent to a POW camp, where
they meet Rosenthal, already a prisoner, and benefit from the boxes of food his
family sends him; often they eat better than their captors. Here are the tunneldigging sequences, and the famous talent show scene, where total silence falls as

they regard a man costumed as a woman, for it has been so long since they've
seen a real one.
The tunnel digging is interrupted when all the prisoners are transferred. A few
years pass, and now the three principal characters have been sent to
Wintersborn, a fortress with high, unscalable walls. After a back wound ended his
flying days, von Rauffenstein has volunteered to be commandant here as a way
of remaining in service. He is strict
but fair, still deceived by notions of
class loyalty.
In these scenes von Stroheim
makes an indelible impression, as
a man deluded by romantic notions
of chivalry and friendship. It is a
touching performance, a
collaboration between the great
silent director and Renoir, then
emerging as a master of sound.
The performance is better even
than it seems: Audiences assume
Erich von Stroheim was a German,
but mystery clouds his origins.
Born in Vienna in 1885, by 1914 he was working with D.W. Griffith in Hollywood,
but when did he immigrate to America (and add the "von” to his name)? Renoir
writes in his memoirs: "Stroheim spoke hardly any German. He had to study his
lines like a schoolboy learning a foreign language.”
The break from the fortress prison produces the touching deathbed farewell
between De Boeldier and von Rauffenstein, which is the film's most touching
scene, and then we join the workingman Marechal and the banker Rosenthal as
they try to escape by walking cross-country through German territory. They're
given shelter by a farm widow who sees security in Marechal, and perhaps Renoir
is whispering that the true class connection across enemy lines is between the
workers, not the rulers.
Jean Renoir, born in 1894, is on any list of the half-dozen greatest filmmakers,
and his "The Rules of the Game" (1939) is even more highly considered than
"Grand Illusion.” He fought in World War I, then quickly returned to Paris and
entered the movie business. In his best films observation and sympathy for the
characters define every shot; there is hardly a camera decision made for pure
effect, without thinking first of where best to stand to see the characters…
Renoir moved to America in 1940, and made several Hollywood films, notably
"The Southerner," with a screenplay by Faulkner, before going independent in the
1950s with "The River," based on Rumer Godden's Calcutta story. In a long
retirement he was sought out by younger filmmakers and critics, who found him
as sunny as a grandfather in one of his father's impressionist paintings. He died
in 1979. He would have been much cheered to know that even then the pristine
negative of "Grand Illusion” was waiting in Toulouse to be discovered.
Roger Ebert rogerebert.com
Not long after it premiered to general acclaim at the Venice Film Festival, Joseph Goebbels,
Germany’s Minister of Propaganda, declared the film “Cinematic Public Enemy No. 1.” Nazi
thugs seized and destroyed every print they could get their grubby hands on. More than
objecting to any suspected slur directed at the German nation, Goebbels’s jackboot junta

keyed into, and were properly dismayed by, Grand Illusion‘s grandest theme: the absurdity,
by its very nature, of bellicosity itself…
…Underneath the brittle surface of Renoir’s much vaunted “humanism” (never for a moment
should it be mistaken for laissez-faire moralism), there lay a vast reservoir of indignation
that had been brought to a fever pitch by the certainty that history was about to repeat itself
as Europe fell under the shadow of totalitarianism. Renoir, though, was never one for
tractates. Son to his famous painter father, Renoir sublimated this riot of roiling emotions
into the precision of his compositions, which helps to explain the recurrence of a kind of
paradigmatic shot that frequently punctuates Grand Illusion: a character (or group of
characters) stands before a window. The camera traps them within the window frame like
specimens beneath a bell jar, then moves beyond them to limn the open spaces just outside
their reach, rendering palpable their yearning to escape from a certainly hopeless situation
into one still hopefully uncertain. Thus the haunting final shot that tracks Gabin and Marcel
Dalio, forging their way across wintry wastes toward the sanctuary of Swiss neutrality,
remains one of the most elusively open-ended in all of film history.
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